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The structure of the liquid-crystalline blue phase Ill (BPIII) is still unknown and remains one
of the mysteries of liquid-crystal physics. We take all icosahedral space-group symmetries of the
reciprocal space for BP Ill and study their thermodynamic stability within the frame of an extended
de Gennes-Ginzburg-Landau free-energy expansion. The stability of the icosahedral structures is
compared with that of the cholesteric phase and of the cubic blue phases. Strikingly, even though
the extended model contains three extra parameters, we could not detect a region of parameter
space where icosahedral structures are absolutely stable just below the isotropic phase.
PACS number(s): 64.70.Md, 05.70.Ce, 61.30.-v, 61.50.Em
Chiral nematic liquid crystals show strange structures
in a narrow temperature range ( ~0.1-2.5 K) between the
standard isotropic liquid phase (ISO) and the cholesteric
phase (C), known as blue phases [1,2]. Some compounds
exhibit three different blue phases, labeled BPI, BPII,
and BPIII with ascending temperature.
Experiments conducted on a large variety of materials prove that BPI and BPII have body-centered-cubic
structure with a space-group symmetry of 0 8 (!4 1 32)
and simple cubic structure with space-group symmetry 0 2 (P4 2 32) , respectively. But unlike ordinary crystals, where three-dimensional periodicity is formed by
a long-range positional order of the centers of mass of
the molecules, in blue phases the constituent molecules
are positionally disordered. The three-dimensional cubic order is established here by the mean molecular orientations yielding sharply peaked circularly polarized
Bragg reflections of visible and UV light. The structure of the third blue phase, BPIII, which is formed directly on cooling the isotropic liquid, is not known at
present. Contrary to BPI and BPII, BPIII does not exhibit Bragg scattering of light, but instead a broad selective reflection band typical of an amorphous system
[1,3,4]. BPIII transforms into an ordinary isotropic liquid phase by a first-order transition with a transition
enthalpy f:!..H ~ 170 J /mol for cholesteryl nonanoate [5].
The transformation into the lower temperature BPI (or
BPII) is also first order but about two orders of magnitude weaker (i.e., f:!..H ~ 1.9 J j mol [6]). These data
indicate that the order in BPIII must be close to that in
BPI and BPII [7].
Currently there are three different models for the structure of BPIII: (a) Amorphous model [1]. Here BPIII is
viewed as a collection of local objects (double twist cylinders, domains of BPI or BPII, domains of body-centeredcubic 0 5 structure, etc.), which are randomly floating in
a sea of an isotropic phase . An important element of this
model is that the difference between the isotropic liquid
and BPIII lies basically in the local structure. (b) Model
of bond-orientational order [8]. Melting of BPI and BPII
lattices towards an ordinary isotropic liquid could proceed via an intermediate isotropic liquid with a residual

long-range orientational order, characterized by nonzero
bond order parameters (Y~ / , (Y!_/, etc. Such a mechanism was long ago envisaged by Nelson and Toner [9] and
is known as defect mediated melting. For BPIII it would
be a "defect mediated melting of a periodic lattice of
disclinations." Unfortunately until now no experiments
have been carried out to test the existence of residual
order.
For all their attractiveness, it is as yet not clear how to
incorporate the ideas expressed by the above two models
into a thermodynamically consistent theoretical scheme.
The only currently existing model ofBPIII that allows for
systematic studies is the so-called (c) Icosahedral model
[10]. It assumes a very intriguing possibility for BPIII,
namely, that it possesses a quasiperiodic symmetry of an
icosahedral "liquid" quasicrystal [11].
Generally, many experimental data seem consistent
with all three models, although there are two "problems" with the icosahedral one. First, the existence of
icosahedral symmetry implies that Bragg scattering of
light should show a pattern similar to x-ray scattering
of quasicrystalline metallic alloys, such as Al-Mn [12].
A quasicrystalline pattern has not been found in BPIII
[13]. According to Hornreich [10] this might be due to a
destructive character of phasons, which may prevent the
growing of single quasicrystallites with a size of several
microns, necessary to resolve closely positioned icosahedral peaks.
The second problem is connected with structural stability calculations based upon the standard de GennesGinzburg- Landau (deGL) theory of liquid crystals [14].
The deGL theory has proved extremely successful in describing BPI and BPII phases, in reproducing gross features of the corresponding phase diagrams [1,14], and in
studying the effect of external electric or magnetic fields
on blue phases [12]. When applied to quasicrystalline
models, however, it shows that in physically relevant chirality ranges the quasicrystalline order is always less stable than the cholesteric a nd the cubic structures involved.
Is then BPIII an icosahedral, bond oriented or orientationally amorphous structure? At present it is difficult
to answer this question unambiguously, and it seems that
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any calculations in favor of (or against) one of the three
models are crucial. In that respect the icosahedral model,
which could be examined systematically, is the most interesting one. There are also several other reasons that
make the icosahedral model worth further studies: (1)
"Intrinsic inaccuracy" of the deGL model. The deGL
theory certainly cannot be fully correct, for it predicts
that in the physically relevant range of chiralities, BPIII
is characterized by a body-centered-cubic space group
0 5 . The latter, however, has never been detected experimentally in chiral systems. The deGL model also predicts
no phase transition between ISO and BPI phases, which
remains in contrast to experiment. These results indicate the necessity of generalizing the deGL model. (2)
Icosahedral BPIII and the role of bulk terms. Within the
scheme proposed by Hornreich (see, e.g., [14]) there are
two possible directions in which the deGL model could
be generalized. One way is to include higher-order bulk
terms in the original expansion. Since the transitions
involving blue phases are first order, these higher-order
terms in the dielectric tensor order parameter Q may
play an important role. Actually this has already been
demonstrated for uniaxial nematics in the vicinity of the
nematic-isotropic phase transition [15]. As shown in [15]
the experimental data for nematic liquid crystals fit very
well to the model, with a sixth-order term being dominant. If the presence of chirality does not change the
phenomenological parameters significantly, then one may
expect for chiral systems the existence of a new physically
relevant sector in the extended parameter space, which is
not accessible within the standard model [14]. We shall
follow this idea in the present Brief Report. (3) Exceptional role of phasons in the icosahedral BPIII. While
in ordinary crystals Goldstone excitations are associated
with three acoustic phonons, in quasicrystalline matter
there exist three additional Goldstone modes, called phasons. If the quasiperiodic concept is relevant to understanding BPIII, then the role played by phasons must
be quite exceptional. Unlike with metallic quasicrystals, where phasons are pinned to form a quenched positional disorder, in liquid BPIII they could be mobile,
yielding an annealed orientational (background) disorder. This might provide an additional channel for relaxation processes [16]. It could also suppress growth
of large-dimension single quasicrystallites. Furthermore,
the growth of quasicrystalline domains of any size is no
longer controlled by the boundary surface. (4) Shortrange icosahedral order. If the icosahedral representation of BPIII structure is not a precise one, it could serve
as a starting point to construct more realistic models.
As discussed by Alexander and McTague [17], even in
amorphous matter, the local icosahedral symmetries are
strongly favored.
From the analysis as given it follows that the possibility of characterizing BPIII by an icosahedral structure is
indeed extremely intriguing and certainly deserves further considerations. This Brief Report communicates results of a systematic stability analysis for a large class
of quasiperiodic structures of BPIII within the framework of an extended de Gennes-Ginzburg-Landau theory (EdeGL), where higher-order bulk terms are added.

Free energies of icosahedral structures are compared with
those of C, BPI, BPII, and 0 5 structures.
To outline the basic ideas let us recall that the deGL
theory is based upon the free-energy expansion in terms
of the traceless part Q(r) of the dielectric tensor field. By
definition, Q(r) vanishes for locally disordered, S0(3)symmetric configurations and becomes nonzero if the local orientational order is characterized by Doo or D2 symmetries. The expansion is usually taken to the lowest
order in 81-'Q and to fourth order in Q, which ensures
thermodynamic stability for all temperatures and chiralities. Here we consider a more general expansion of the
free energy of chiralliquid crystals that is complete up to
sixth order in Qa.f3 [18]. In the units of Grebe!, Hornreich,
and Shtrikman [14] it reads
F
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where t is the reduced temperature, "' is the chirality
parameter, and where E1 > -E is required for stability.
[An additional term, proportional to (Qij ,i ) 2 , vanishes
for the C , cubic BP, and for the BPIII structures being presented here.] Two out of five m a terial parameters (,6, /, tj>, E, E1 ) are redundant [14] and can be set 0 or
±1. The ("-, t) phase diagrams are thus parametrized by
an extra three parameters. The case studied by Grebel,
Hornreich, and Shtrikman (14], corresponds to the assignment ,6 = 1, 1 = 1; 4> = E = E1 = 0.
Note that for locally uniaxial structures the sixthorder term, weighted by E1 , vanishes. It becomes greater
than zero in the presence of locally biaxial configurations. Thus for E1 > 0 the model represented by Eq. (1)
characterizes locally uniaxialliquid-crystalline materials,
while for -E < E1 < 0 it describes liquid crystals of biaxial molecules. The ratio w of the sixth order terms:
w = J d 3 x [(trQ 2 ) 3 - 6(trQ 3 ) 2 ] / J d 3 x (trQ 2 ) 3 could be
regarded as a measure of phase biaxiality (0 ~ w ~ 1).
For purely uniaxial phases w equals 0, whlle for phases
of maximal biaxiality w equals 1.
Our objective now is to minimize F[Q(r)] for arbitrary ("-,t) and for fixed values of the material parameters. As the global minimization in the presence of
the chiral term ("- ¥- 0) is not possible, the approach
taken is to consider individually all relevant periodic and
quasiperiodic structures. For that it is convenient to introduce a parametrization of the field Q that agrees with
the space-group symmetries of the structures considered
by expanding Q into plane waves of helicity,

Q(r) =
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where

Qm(k, r)

= Qm(lki) exp(i k · r - i 1/Jm,i<J

(3)

Here k is taken out of a reciprocal lattice of a space
group G, where *k = {k' : k' = Sk , {Sit} E G} is
the star of k; N.k is the number of prongs of the star *k,
Qm(lkl) are the variational parameters in the expansion,
and finally e[ 2 ] k are the spin L = 2 tensors represented
in an orthog;~al, right-handed local coordinate system
with k as quantization axis (for a precise definition see
[14,18]). The selection of the wave vectors k and the relative phases '1j; k is fixed by the space-group symmetry
G of the struc7~e. The minimization over fields Q(r)
is thus reduced to a minimization over the real amplitudes Qm(lkl). In practical calculations we restricted
the expansion (2) to two leading stars (*k 1 , *k 2 ) of the
k vectors. For each *k we selected m = 2 modes, which
correspond to the low-lying branch of the excitation spectrum of the quadratic part of the free energy [14). Note
that the fifth-order term in the expansion ( 1b), which
counts the closed five-polygons of k vectors may become
quite large for icosahedral symmetries (see Table I).
We start the analysis by discussing the simpler case of
the high chirality limit ( ,._» 1). In this limit any structure
that minimizes the free energy ( 1) is a linear combination of m = 2 modes, associated with k vectors of fixed
moduli. For periodic and quasiperiodic structures this
means that the free energy is reduced to a polynomial of
a single variable Q 2 (lk1l = const) (single *k1 approximation). In Table I we list the coefficients of such polynomials for C, BPI, BPII, and for all icosahedral space groups
with *k1 forming 30 edges of a regular icosahedron. We
also list the biaxality parameter w, which in this case
is a fixed number, independent of Qz(lkl). Interestingly,
apart from the 5 3 32 structure all other icosahedral structures are strongly biaxial. The least biaxial is the os
(= 0 2 ) structure. The strong biaxiality of the icosahedral structures can reduce their free energy appreciably
in the biaxial parameter regime E1 < 0. Indeed, the detailed minimization of the free energy for E1 < 0 shows
that the icosahedral phases may become more stable than
the cubic ones, but they are always less stable than the
cholesteric phase, which in this limit is maximally biaxial. In the uniaxial regime ( c1 2: 0) either os or os are
the most stable structures. Between one of these cubic
structures and the low-temperature cholesteric phase the
icosahedral phases F(=: B)5n32 (n = 1, 3, 4) can be sta-
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bilized. Unexpectedly, we found that in the high chirality
limit there exists no parameter window in which an icosahedral structure could be absolutely stable just below the
isotropic phase.
Given this result one may immediately ask whether
an icosahedral structure could be stabilized at physically
relevant chiralities . To answer this question we have performed stability calculations for all the structures discussed so far using two stars of wave vectors in the expansion, Eq. (2). A key criterion in selecting a supplementary star *kz for icosahedral structures was to require
a maximal number of triangles with the original star *k 1 .
An additional requirement was to keep the ratio lkzl/lk1l
close to 1. Observing correctly the selection rules we
arrived at six different icosahedral structures. Five of
these structures are associated with the face-centered
space-group symmetries F(= B)5n32 (n=0, ... ,4) in reciprocal space [19) with the ratio lkz l/lk1l ~ 1.17. The
last one corresponds to a primitive P5 2 32 symmetry with
lkzl/lk1l ~ 0.95. For all space groups involved, the polynomial form of the free energy in terms of Q 2 (lk 1 1) and
Qz(lkzl) was found by combining group-theoretical methods, computer algebra, and numerical techniques. The
resulting long formulas together with a more detailed exposition will be published elsewhere. The main results
can be summarized as follows : In the regime of the parameters close to that studied earlier by Hornreich and
others [10) [~,E,E 1 < 1,sgn('y) > 0 in Eq. (1)), we recovered the known results with the icosahedral structures
being absolutely unstable in the physically relevant chirality interval. For the case when E becomes dominant
and 1 negative the stability of the F5n32 (n = 1, 3, 4) is
enhanced; this is due to the fourth- and the fifth-order
terms in the free-energy expansion. Generally the F5n32
( n = 1, 3, 4) could be made stable over os, 0 2 and the
cholesteric phase. However, they become unstable when
the os cubic structure is allowed. With the os structure
suppressed an icosahedral phase may appear in exactly
this phase diagram regime where normally BPIII is stabilized (see [2}).
In the biaxial regime we recovered the results similar
to those of the high chirality limit. Namely, we could stabilize the icosahedral structure with respect to the cubic
structures (including os) ' but not with respect to the
cholesteric one.
In conclusion, we did not find a direct phase transition
between the isotropic liquid and an icosahedral structure
within the EdeGL theory and for moduli of the param-

TABLE I. High-chirality-limit bulk contributions to the free energy for various symmetry-allowed
structures. Contribution proportional to E equals [c] .
Structure
Cholesteric

os
os

F532
F5132
F5232
F5 3 32
F5432

[,13]

[I']

[t/l]

0 .000
-1.017
-0 .625
-0.438
-0.008
0.450
-0 .720
0.715

1.000
1.300
1.169
1.200
1.150
1.354
1.529
1.434

0.000
-0.245
-0.154
-0.115
0.010
0.112
-0.274
0.214

[c]
0.167
0.315
0.255
0.271
0.243
0.356
0.531
0.423

w
1.000
0.068
0 .363
0.481
0.514
0.556
0 .222
0.394
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eters less than 10. Taking into account the number of
extra parameters involved in the expansion (1) the lack
of a direct transition between the isotropic phase and
an icosahedral structure is quite striking. However, a
conclusion that these calculations rule out the icosahedral model would be premature. First of all, the effect
of higher-order spatial derivatives of Q and of fluctuations may be important. Finally, the higher harmonk~
of the basic wave vectors may also enhance the stability
of the F5n32 and P5 2 32 structures, although the corresponding numerical analysis is a formidable task. The 0 5
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phase turns out to be extremely stable in large regions of
parameter space due to its extremely small biaxiality parameter w. The phase has never been seen in experiment,
however, and the decisive question addressed to theory is,
what mechanism enlarges the free energy of this special
space-group symmetry compared to the other structures?
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